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The experimental results show that the optical modes, which are dominated 
by the intrachain force constants, soften with hydrostatic pressure. In contrast, 
the long-wavelength acoustical phonons, which mainly probe the interchain 
force constants, stiffen rapidly. The. e observations are in general agreement 
with the ideas of Martin and Lucovsky [5, 6] and Gspan et al. [4] on the nature of 
the Se- Te system. They predict a transfer of valence charge from bonding orbitals 
wiLilin the chains to bonding states between the chains, both with increasing 
pressure and with progression towards heavier elements in the group VIb of the 
Periodic Table. We would like to note that a similar behaviour should be ex
pected for the group Vb elements, where the lattices possess strong covalent 
bonding within layers and weaker interactions between layers. A study of these 
materials will be published elsewhere. 

With the present pressure data we have studied the homology between Se and 
Tc. We have demonstrated that equivalent optical and acoustical modes in the 
two materials can be related to each ot,her by a simple transformation involving 
the mode pressure dependences. The ratio of effective force constants in the two 
materials with one subjected to a hydrostatic pressure such that their cia-ratios 
are identical, has been shown to be approximately equal for most of the zone 
centre optical and acoustical modes. This indicates that a homological rela
tionship indeed exists between trigonal Se and Te via their respective pressure 
dependences. We suggest that further experiments on the pressure dependence 
of zone edge and other phonons should be performed to complete this study. 

It was also shown that a high degree of reciprocity exists between the force 
constants ratios obtained in the independent transformation Se ~ Te and 
Te ---+ Se. This allowed us to predict rough estimates of second-order pressure 
coefficients (averages between Se and Te) for the zone centre modes considered. 
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Appendix A 

Assume that the force constant K for a specific mode can be written as 
a one-term power law in the lattice parameters a and c with exponents x and y: 

Before transformation: 

After transformation: 

KTe(O) = AC¥e(O) a~,c(O) , 

KSe(O) = Bcsc (O) a~e(O) . 

KTc(PTe) = Acie(PTe) a~e (PTe ) , 

Kse(P 'e) = Bcse(Pse) a~e(P8e) . 

This gives the force constant ratios 8 Te--> e and 8 Se-->TC 

8 Te -+Se = KTe(O) = A ( CTe(O) )'" ( a1'e(O) )Y = A ( aTe(O) )"'+Y 
K se (l)se) B CSc(PSe) aSe(P8e) B a e(1)8e) , 

8 _ KSe(O) _ B (cse(O) )'" ( a8e(0) )Y _ B ( ase(O) )x+Y 
Se--71'c - K Te (l)Te) - A C1'e(PTe) a1'e(P1'c) - A aTe (PTe) 
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. Note that the condition (cja)B(PB) = (cja)A(O) for the transformation has been 
used to derive the final expressions. 

F inally, we arrive at the following condition, using the experimental (and 
extrapolated) values for the lattice parameter a with and without pressure: 

_ ( ase(O) aTe(O) )"'+11 _ "'+11 
STe-+ eSSe-+Te - ase(40) aTe( -35) - (0.99) • 

The value in the paranthesis is uncertain to a few per cent due to lack of ex
perimental data. It can therefore be concluded that the reciprocity condition 
SAB = SB~'" appears to be fulfilled for this case. 
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